
When people want to make vinyl stickers they generally have a design 
already in mind or may have found an image online. The best sticker 
designs come from high-res images that have a transparent 
background. Unfortunately, most images you’ll find online have a 
rectangular background and are somewhat pixelated when printed.

Below, you can see that the image to the left has an ugly white 
background and pixelated edges. In this tutorial, we’ll show you how to 
convert an image to a vector with nice clean lines and a transparent 
background. 



To get started, open Adobe Illustrator and select FILE > NEW. For most 
stickers, the document size should start out as 6” wide by 6” high. 

To import and trace an existing image (maybe one you’ve downloaded 
off the internet) go to FILE > PLACE and browse for that file.



Click once on the artboard to place the new image into your document. 
If the image is too large for the artboard, that’s ok. You’ll want to leave 
the image as large as possible for the next few steps. 

Use the selection tool (black arrow) to select the newly imported 
image and then open the IMAGE TRACE panel. To open the panel, 
go to: WINDOW > IMAGE TRACE. The first thing you need to do in the 
IMAGE TRACE panel is to check the PREVIEW option near the bottom.



Move the four sliders (threshold, paths, corners, noise) left and right 
until the preview of the image trace looks good. You can also adjust 
the mode dropdown for different trace options.

Once you are happy with the image trace preview, click on the 
EXPAND button on the top menu. This will finalize the trace and create 
a group of vector shapes to replace the original image.



After expanding, the individual vector elements are grouped together. 
You’ll notice that there is a blue outline around each element of the 
trace, indicating that the image trace is complete.

To ungroup the individual vector elements, right-click on the image 
and choose UNGROUP.  You may need to do this two or three times, 
until the UNGROUP option is grayed out and no longer available.



The main reason you’ll want to trace an image is to remove the white 
rectangle background around the artwork. With your selection tool 
(black arrow) you can select and move and delete the white 
background from your traced image.

You can also select and remove any remaining background pieces in 
the middle of letters or interior sections of your image.



Now that you’ve deleted the background, your image is ready to be 
resized and fit back into the 6” by 6” art board. Just select and drag 
the corner handles to resize and move to the art board.

To save this new image for use as a sticker, go to FILE > EXPORT > 
EXPORT AS. Give the new image a name and save it to a location on 
your computer. The format dropdown should be set to PNG (png). 



Open Silhouette Studio software, create a new file, and set the Page Size to 8.5” by 11” 
and the Cutting Mat size to 12” by 12”.

Select the Registration Marks icon and select “CAMEO Type 1”  from the drop down style 
list. Set Length to .250, Thickness to 1.00 and Inset to .500. 



With your Page Setup details set and your Registration Marks turned on, you can 
drag and drop your image onto the Silhouette workspace. Images in .PNG format 
with transparent backgrounds work best.

When you drop the image onto the workspace, you’ll notice that its surrounding 
background is transparent. You’ll be able to drag the corner handles in to resize it. 



To create a cutting path around your image, use the TRACE tool to find it’s outer 
edge. First, click on the TRACE icon on the right menu, choose “SELECT TRACE 
AREA” from the tool panel and then drag a selection area around your image. 

Adjust the Threshold and Filter sliders to highlight (in yellow) as much of the outer 
perimeter of your image as possible. Click on TRACE OUTER EDGE button to 
finalize the trace. 



Notice that if you move your original image , it will separate from the red outline 
of the newly created cut line. 

To offset the cutline from its original size, click on the OFFSET icon and open the 
OFFSET PANEL. You may select a custom distance for your offset and choose 
between sharp or rounded corners.



Once the offset is complete, delete the original cutline and leave the new (larger) 
offset cut line. When you place your original image back inside the cut line, you’ll 
be able to preview the offset cut line. 

The printer and cutter setup works best for full 8.5”x11” pages, so make sure to fill 
the entire workspace with sticker designs. Maker Lab charges $3 per sheet of 
printable vinyl, so get your money’s worth.



When you fill your workspace with designs and their corresponding cut lines, you 
are ready to PRINT. Before printing, double check that the REGISTRATION MARKS 
are still visible.. When you are ready, load a sheet of printable vinyl, making sure 
that the non-shiny side of the paper is facing towards you, in the printer and 
choose FILE > PRINT. Make sure to select the PHOTO PAPER preset for highest 
quality printing. Printing takes a few moments to get started. Be patient.

Printing is complete..



Once the print is complete, you’re ready to send your design to the Silhouette 
cutter. Maker sure all red cut lines are highlighted. Don’t hit SEND until you’ve 
loaded the cutting mat into the Silhouette cutter. 

Before hitting SEND, attach the printed vinyl sheet to the 12”x12” Silhouette clear 
cutting mat, aligning it to the top-left corner. HINT: you’ll first need to remove the 
green paper from the cutting mat.



Load the clear cutting mat into the Silhouette cutter, aligning the left 
edge of the mat to the blue line on the cutter.

Push the LOAD button on the Silhouette to load the cutting mat.



Back on the computer, check the TOOL 1 settings are set to cut using 
the AutoBlade tool. Click the SEND button.

The Silhouette cutter will first use the optical sensor to locate all of the 
corner registration marks and then start cutting the stickers. 



After cutting, unload and remove the cutting mat, remove your vinyl 
sheet and enjoy your new custom stickers! Don’t forget to replace the 
green cover on the cutting mat. 

REMEMBER, printable vinyl sheets are $3 each. Make sure to pay a 
Maker on Duty before you leave the Maker Lab.


